1. Microsoft and Office 365 – Scott Baily and Lance Baatz

2. Innova EVs coming to campus – Scott Baily

3. Globus Launch – Jeremiah Baughman

4. VOIP – Kyle Haefner

5. RamCT moves to Canvas – Kevin Nolan

   - Windows Server 2003 end-of-life
   - Juniper Secure Access
   - PCI changes coming
   - Protecting eID credentials
   - Enhanced network blocking and scanning
   - Symantec Endpoint Protection
   - Duo two-factor auth

7. Networking (NOC) – Greg Redder
   - Campus Infrastructure Update – “10G and beyond”
   - IP Reorg process
   - Research LAN status
   - Wireless, Wireless, Wireless
   - How to handle stolen laptops
   - Misc and fun errata